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3star***

The Arthotel ANA Gallery in Baldham has good reason his name. As a small 
but beautiful design budget hotel with a courtyard character, centrally located 
in the town of Vaterstetten, here the art is in charge. Tasteful prints on the 
walls, noble colors in the interior - all this falls to the guest upon entering the 
house, and of course in each of the 48 bright, partially air-conditioned rooms 
that are like the entire hotel features free Wi-Fi. And that the Arthotel ANA 
Gallery is located a stone's throw from the rail stop, know not only visitors to 
appreciate, but also leisure travelers and long term guests who enjoy the 
cozy comfort on the outskirts of Munich, and may still be in less than 30 
minutes in the city center.
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air condition

hairdryer

meeting room

garage

outdoor parking

wireless lan

credit cards acc.

pets allowed

non-smoking hotel

business center

bicycle rental

breakfast bufett
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others: 24 hrs open mini-shop, lobby with meet & greet area and free coffee served 24 hrs. Guestrooms semi-airconditioned, large 
flatscreen TVs with entertainment center
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